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About This Content

“No man has entered Castle Drachenfels for 20 years, but as you should know by now, the vermin are no men.”

Explore 3 stunning new adventure maps in this DLC for Vermintide, where you travel outside of Ubersreik’s walls to the Grey
Mountains. Fight your way through the halls and chambers of Castle Drachenfels, adorned with the bones of victims long gone.
Make your way through The Dungeons, sections of which are so dark, a torch is required to illuminate the trap riddled passages.

Quell the Skaven reinforcement efforts by destroying the ancient portals on Summoner’s Peak.

The Skaven are on the move, beady eyes set on the dreaded abandoned castle of Drachenfels. In this DLC for Vermintide, it’s
up to our heroes to once again stop the Skaven army from fulfilling their vile agenda.
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Title: Warhammer: End Times - Vermintide Drachenfels
Genre: Action, Indie
Developer:
Fatshark
Publisher:
Fatshark
Franchise:
Warhammer
Release Date: 26 May, 2016

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7 64-bit, Windows 8/8.1 64-bit, Windows 10 64-bit*

Processor: Intel Core2 Quad Q9500 @ 2.83GHz or AMD Phenom II X4 940

Memory: 6 GB RAM

Graphics: NVIDIA GeForce GTX 460 or AMD Radeon HD 5770 /w 1GB VRAM

DirectX: Version 11

Network: Broadband Internet connection

Storage: 30 GB available space

Additional Notes: *WARNING: 32-bit OS is NOT officially supported at this time

English,French,German,Russian,Italian,Polish
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warhammer end times - vermintide drachenfels. warhammer the end times - vermintide drachenfels

i did not know this was a mobile game but its very fun and the devs update often but all i ask is to make it kinda free roamish
and add a lot more of ship and weapon types and it might just be even better. Awesome game, nice graphics, physics and overall
gameplay, nice car modeling and also stages, totally recommended.. i love the plane and i love fsx

the only thing i do not like is not being able to add skins i wish there were skins compatable with this DlC

but other than that great plane

i do have one more question can you drop the bombs on the plane or no?. I like Black Ink, it's fun to mess around with brushes.
I'm an amateur artist so I can't give any technical advice or information, but as a hobbyist I quite enjoy it.. I haven't enjoyed an
RPG this much since Kefka laughed his last.

The creators call it an homage to Final Fantasy's earliest titles, and it shows. They have taken the best parts of the first six and
made a wonderful game in their honor. I highly recommend this game, it has at least 30 hours of content on the easiest setting
and is highly replayable with the various character combinations and side-quests that are all referenced in the ending scene.

Well worth the price.

. Final Take is a Slender Man rip off game that has an interesting concept, but a pretty bad execution.

Story:

Final Take puts you in the shoes of two different characters, a man named Adam but you mainly play as a girl named Sarah who
wants a job in a mental hospital, but when she arrives there she finds the place abandoned and someone stalking her throughout
her exploring the place.

The story is nothing impressive, it's rather generic stuff and it's a typical cliche of mental hospitals have a bad history and is the
result why it's haunted in the present. Not to mention the story doesn't really do anything special and in less than an hour of
playing it all comes to a close.

Graphics:

Final Take is a by no means bad looking game, it's a decent looking game, but the VHS filter that is constantly distorting the
screen is actually really annoying and makes certain areas hard to see even with a flashlight. In the second chapter this actually
makes it much more difficult to play as you have to avoid an enemy you can see through a camera and with the darkness and the
vhs distortion makes it hard to see her.

Audio:

When talking about Audio I'll start about the music as I don't have much to say. It's pretty much a single generic track that is
played throughout every chapter and it's very mediocre, I can pretty much say this about all the SFX in this game, it's all very
generic indie stuff that the more you hear the less scary it becomes.

Now the voice acting. The voice acting is absolutely atrocious. Sarah's voice actress talks way too much and she when she talks
she says a lot of nonsense that makes you cringe and not get scared. For example her scream is so bad that I would say it's one of
the worst screams in all horror media. Also when the actress talks she talks so loud that you can hear the mic feedback when
playing the game. As for Adam he rarely speaks, but his actor is pretty bad as well, but at least when he speaks there's no mic
feedback.

Gameplay:

Final Take is pretty much a Slender Man rip off, to the point where in the second chapter the goal is to actually collect 8
pictures scattered across the hospital. The game is only 4 chapters long and you can finish the entirely game in under an hour,
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maybe 30 minutes. There's two chapters where you have to get a certain place and two slender man rip off stages and the
walking chapters are extremely short less than two minutes long.

Not to mention when doing the pages chapters you have to avoid an invisible enemy, in chapter 2 you're given a camera to see
the enemy, but in the last chapter you can barely see her, so avoiding her is way harder, which makes it a really frustrating
chapter to play.

Verdict:

Final Take is an insanely mediocre Slender Man rip off, it's incredibly short, not scary and frustrating to play. Honestly when
you can play the original Slender Man game for free or even buy a fairly decent remake for cheap on a sale, I'd say it's not worth
bothering with this.

Final Rating:
3\/10

Pros:
+ Story is okay

Cons:
- Frustrating gameplay
- VHS filter makes everything hard to see
- Voice acting is atrocious

If you liked this review please consider joining https:\/\/steamcommunity.com\/groups\/completingthebacklog and 
https:\/\/steamcommunity.com\/groups\/ImperialReviews. The idea for this game is great, but I can't recommend it for the
simple reasons below.

I bought the VR version, and thought it was OK. While appearing pretty amaturish, it had quite a lot of potential. Describe the
concept to people, and they'll think it's pretty fun. A person in VR has to find 1 (or more) human players hiding among dozens
of AI robots, while the player(s) have to flip some switches to kill(?) the VR player.

I played it, and yeah, it was OK.

I thought it would be fun to play with a friend, so purchased a second (PC Client) copy and sent it to them. I then booted up my
version, and found that suddenly it's been downgraded to a PC only version. I could not longer play in VR.

I contacted the dev about this, and they told me that it's my problem and that I needed to ask Steam to fix it. I asked them if they
were going to do anything to fix it and said that they should contact Steam, and they replied that they can't change it.

So yeah, I now own 2 PC only versions of the game after buying 1 PC version and 1 more expensive VR version.

While investigating, I also found out that if you buy the PC version, there's NO WAY to upgrade to the VR version, unless you
email Steam and/or(?) the developer.

While the developer has shown an interest in updating the game further, they considered the game finished in May. In my
opinion, the following reasons suggest why it isn't:

1) When the players beat the VR player, the game doesn't end
2) When the players beat the VR player, a white box is placed around their view so they can't see anything. If they get close
enough to a surface, it comes through the box and you can see it again.
3) When you choose to play the game with a GamePad, the game shows you only the PC controls

There's probably more, but I think I'm finally done with the game.
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I originally bought it on its release and found it really broken, so refunded it. Then when they announced a patch I thought I'd
give them another shot.

After this time, however, I can't do it again. I've applied for my last refund. I just hope I get it.. Got this with -90% coupon.
Cool.
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this is a very fun game, even the cat scares me XD. This game as it is is an interesting mix of tactics and naval warfare in the
Carribean area.

It desperately needs some attention from its developers due to some annoying bugs which slipped in, but it is still playable.

If you like games like Sid Meier's Pirates, Port Royale, and the like, this will be right up your alley.. Nothing like it. davvero
molto carino , divertente e innovativo!!! consigliatissimoooooooooo. It's a great example of a gothic horror story(which is
surprisingly rare to find in games).

A story told through generations, dealing with matters of death, madness, resurrection, alchemy, and sins of your ancestors.

And birds. By the gods, there's so many birds.. you can't find anyone when u go on public match. Cute graphics, music, and
narration

But its a very shallow game,. Super short campaign then you do single player that's pretty much it.
Absurd pricing for DLC which only adds playable tribe and not the story.
If you want CIV for preschooler level then it's for you. NO no NOOO, what the hell have you done to this game?, just 30
seconds in the start and i regret buying. the graphics are bugged, some of the characters dont have animiations, some are have
audio but have no animations. i know the original game didnt have the highest graphics, but in this, wow its eye cancer, how can
you screw up a game like this, i'm glad i still have the CD version.
if you dont have the CD version, buy that instead, not this.. What I have learned playing Feist thus far: The forest is full of
treacherous beasties, but if you manage to seize hold of a dazed giant bumblebee, you can use his backside to fire stingers at the
other treacherous beasties. If you find yourself unable to scale some high terrain, find some things hanging from trees which
resemble giant, hairy testes, and hurl them at the side of said cliff-face (they're sticky) to help you traverse said terrain. And
whatever you do, DON'T anger the gigantic, furry porcupine men...'cause gigantic, furry porcupine men will
\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665 YOU UP.

  Some even more surprising things which I've learned playing Feist thus far: It is entirely possible for someone to make a game
which superficially "looks" a bit like Limbo, and somehow make that game very nearly as GOOD as Limbo without replicating
its gameplay too slavishly. You can, for example, add quite a bit of "combat" to said game, whilst still replicating the highly
believable physics and logical puzzle-solving of a game like Limbo. Even more amazingly, you can make this new game seem
oddly FRESH, in spite of the fact that it owes so much to not only Limbo, but indeed many a 2D, side-scrolling puzzle-
platformer before it. And all that's required to pull off this amazing feat is an extraordinary level of talent and an all-too-obvious
"labour of love" work ethic evidenced only by the most dedicated of "artists".

  SO WHY IS THE VAST MAJORITY OF\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665ON STEAM NOWHERE NEAR AS
GOOD AS THIS?!?

  Well, that's a question I simply cannot answer. But by supporting game developers as talented and hard-working as this, maybe
we can turn that trend around. My only regret is that I didn't buy the soundtrack at the same time as the game, 'cause it sounds
like JOHN \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665ING CARPENTER...oh man, me and my first-world problems...

Verdict: 9.5\/10.. It controls really weird, and makes it pretty uncomfortable to play. But aside from that it's a fun game.... but
it's also got like 10 free ports on the internet

probably a 3\/10 for the pure fact that it's bugs make it uncomfortable, and it's kinda a waste of a dollar
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